Campus and Plant Hospital Maintenance
Maintenance Mechanics Advancement Equivalence

1st Year

- Minimum time required - 2 years U-M experience as a MM I
- 2 Courses combined CBM/BOMI
- CBM Course I
- CBM Course II
- Foreman's written approval

2nd Year

- Minimum time required - 2 years U-M experience as a MM II
- Promotion to MM II
- CBM Course III
- CBM Course IV
- Foreman's written approval

3rd Year

- Minimum time required - 2 years U-M experience as a MM II
- Promotion to MM II
- MECH Certified designation OR Equivalency of 2 Courses combined CBM/BOMI
- CBM Course III
- CBM Course IV
- Foreman's written approval

4th Year

- Minimum time required - 2 years U-M experience as a MM II
- Promotion to MM II
- MECH Senior Certified OR Equivalency of CBM Certified (12 credit hours combined CBM/BOMI)
- Foreman's written approval

Promotion to MM III